Students protest war in Iraq

MEGAN MOHNI
Contributing Writer

To commemorate and protest the four-year anniversary of the U.S. invasion of Iraq, thousands of University of Central Florida students and concerned citizens gathered on all four campuses of the University of Central Florida and the University of Central Florida. The protest was organized and attended by students of all majors and backgrounds, who came together to show their support for ending the war.

The protest was held on the four-year anniversary of the invasion of Iraq, which took place on March 20, 2003. The protest was organized by the University of Central Florida Students for Peace and Justice, a student group dedicated to promoting peace and social justice.

The protest was a peaceful and respectful gathering, with students holding signs and posters with messages of peace and support for ending the war. The protest was moderated by student leaders, who ensured that the protest remained peaceful and respectful.

The protest was well-attended, with thousands of students and concerned citizens participating. The protest was a powerful demonstration of the support for ending the war and the desire for peace.

The protest was a reminder of the importance of peaceful protest and the power of student voices in promoting social justice and peace.
Extravagant Enjoy break on set

In the scene, the film crew worked long hours to ensure everything was perfect. The actors gave their best performances, and the director was pleased with the results. The crew worked together to make sure every detail was in place.

UCF Marching Band and Hillel/UCF, as well as individuals.

Getting a good deal, extras — also referred to as background actors — for the movie were little acting and much more time-in-the-background. A day on set, like a day of fishing, could be characterized by a lot of waiting for a little bit of action. However, extras didn’t have much to complain about, having had the chance to mingle with an eclectic group of actors, including Amanda Byrnes, Matt Long (Ghost Rider), John Schneider (Crash), and Sammi Stover (Crashland), among others.

UCF sophomore Erin Fleenor, an extra for three days during spring break, and appreciated his new perspective on film-making.

"It was a truly wonderful experience and would recommend it to anyone," Fleenor said, especially interested in his field, because he gave you a real idea of all the components that go into a production like that.

Between takes, some actors would talk with the crew and extras while others enriched exclusive food tables, went over scripts or recited the prayer and playing of hair and makeup artists.

"It was interesting to see how you always see actors — their character on a script. Fleenor said, "as that you are behind them, the actor you get a feel for what type of person they are and realize they’re just regular people."

Extra also received free meals and snacks, which they anticipated with great excitement. During a 15- to 20-minute break for most extras this schedule became common, but some structural variety was selected.

"Food was good but I didn’t expect," came Don Cohen’s extra, "I thought it was going to be bad food. But it was good food, and for that time we were there, that was more than enough."

More than 100 extra sheets had been collected by students who expected to have the extras section to first see the movie.

"We really wanted to go to the movie, but for some reason, we didn’t get to see it," Cohen said, "I definitely felt that was a big loss because a lot of times, people might have wanted to do something else, like watch a show or something.

"It wasn’t run the way I would have envisioned," Cohen said. "I wasn’t sure if it was a special deal on a pizza or if we got the wrong deal on the pizza."

Once extras did make it to the set, more waiting would follow. Moving trucks and cameras, directing the actors and extras, taking the hair and makeup artists, reading various scripts and scripts, and switching out full sets all took time. Take after take, the same scene began with little variance, something more than 20 takes — sometimes much more.

"I think doing the same thing over and over got tedious, but at the same time, we kind of knew that the more you put into it, the more we got out of it," Cohen said. "I felt like after doing it many times, we could screw up, and we wouldn’t matter anyway because of how many times we did it.

After filming scenes into UCF’s old Pit Kappia Alpha fraternity house and the Recreation and Wellness Center, filming during spring break took place mainly on the grounds of high school’s campus.

"It was acting, and it was great to get paid for it, but I definitely felt that was still spring break," Cohen said. "I wouldn’t have wanted to do anything else, like watch a show or something.

At the production shows down, Friday, White’s film crew will return to UCF and other locations, including downtown Orlando’s final touches.
FREE DRINKS for all 21+ until MIDNIGHT!
$2 domestics and 2 for $1 shots after Midnight!
VIP guests enjoy $100 bottles of Grey Goose, BACARDI Liquors or Rain Vodka, $150 Bomb Bucket (Jagermeister bottle or Three Olive and six Red Bulls)

Like Fred Says
“THAT’S WHAT’S UP”

Www.CentralFloridaFuture.com
ARE YOU A SOPHOMORE?
ARE YOU NOT WHERE YOU EXPECTED TO BE HALF WAY THROUGH YOUR COLLEGE CAREER?
DO YOU FEEL FORGOTTEN AFTER YOUR 1ST YEAR?
DO YOU JUST NEED A FREE WEEKEND AWAY WITH OTHER STUDENTS?

IF YOU ANSWERED YES TO THESE QUESTIONS, THEN THE INAUGURAL HALFTIME RETREAT IS FOR YOU!
STAY TUNED FOR THE STUDENT LEADERSHIP PROGRAMS OFFICE IN STUDENT UNION ROOM 202 OR EMAIL KATHERINE@UCF.EDU TO REGISTER OR FOR MORE INFO.

If Contest
How to enter:
1. Find the IF question on our website (www.if.ucf.edu).
2. Follow the instructions posted.
3. Submit your answer.
4. Win!
Deadline for entries is March 23, 2007.
The five most information fluent students will receive a gift card to Regal Cinemas at Waterford Lakes for both movies & concessions.

Hurry and get your entry in today!
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DO YOU JUST NEED A FREE WEEKEND AWAY WITH OTHER STUDENTS?

Student Leadership Programs
Campus Life
Student Development and Enrollment Services

Sophomore Halftime Retreat
April 14th & 15th
WASHINGTON — Republicans and Democrats strongly warned the FBI on Tuesday that it could lose its broad power to collect e-mail and financial records to hunt terri
tors if the agency doesn’t quickly address widespread abuses of the authority detailed in a recent internal investigation.

Their threats came as the Justice Department’s chief undercover agent, Glenn A. Fine, told a Senate panel that the FBI engaged in widespread and serious misuse of authority generally was the product of mistakes, carelessness, corruption and foreign agents through so-called national security letters.

"If the FBI doesn’t move swiftly to correct the mistakes and problems revealed last week in Fine’s 130-page report, ‘you probably won’t have any of the powers that it used to have,’“ Fine said.

"We believe the mistakes and the problems we found generally were the product of mistakes, carelessness, corruption, sloppiness, lack of training, lack of adequate guidance and lack of adequate oversight,” Fine said.
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The second annual
WIN A TRIP
with Nick Kristof
nytimes.com/winatrip

Are you an intellectually curious student at an American college or graduate school?

Here’s your once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to win a reporting trip to the developing world with Pulitzer Prize-winning Op-Ed columnist Nicholas D. Kristof.

One college student and one educator will be chosen to accompany Nick on an expenses-paid reporting odyssey to the African continent this summer. What you see on this rugged journey will open your eyes to how much of the world looks, in a way that will quite possibly change your own life and priorities forever. And you will feel uniquely - maybe even transform yourself - when you return from this experience. You may also bring fresh perspective to his reporting via your very own blog on nytimes.com/mySpace.

To enter, visit nytimes.com/WinATrip. Deadline is April 6. Enter now for an experience that will challenge you, provoke you, and transform you.

For contest rules and full details, including Nick’s letter and blog posts by year’s winner, Casey Parks of the University of Missouri, visit nytimes.com/WinATrip.

Presented by TimesSelect
Now free to .edu

TimesSelect is now free to any college or university student connecting from an .edu address. For full details, visit nytimes.com/University.

The New York Times

mospace.com
Hitt signs commitment to improve UCF environment

TARA YOUNG

President John Hitt’s recent acceptance of an invitation to join the American College and University Presidents’ Climate Commitment Leadership Circle has UCF on the path to addressing global warming issues.

The committee was created so that higher education institutions could use their abilities to actively study global warming issues and reduce their greenhouse gas emissions over time.

Hitt, upon signing the climate commitment and joining the ranks of the other 96 presidents who have signed in the U.S., has activated and immediately taken important steps to fight global warming. The first step to UCF is to develop an institutional action plan for becoming climate-friendly within two years of signing the agreement. Some of the ways to achieve this goal, as offered by the commitment guidelines, is to make climate neutrality a part of the UCF curriculum and available for all students and by setting a target date for achieving climate neutrality as soon as possible.

“Our next small council briefing comes up with President Hitt to discuss the new climate commitment plan ideas,” said Darre Norvell, assistant director for The Center for Energy and Sustainability. “The university is in hand with the comprehensive plan and will be the groundwork for the following years."

In the interim, UCF must ensure that people actively study global warming issues and climate-friendly actions that help reduce greenhouse gas emissions.

One of the first steps that UCF has taken, as outlined by John Hitt in the U.S. News and World Report Leadership in Energy and Environmental Sustainability Leadership Circle, is to agree to meet the LEED silver standard for all new classroom construction, provincially or at the state level. In order to meet the silver standard, all of the buildings must get at least 40 points of the 69 total points. A comparison with the silver standard or higher could use their abilities to actively study global warming issues and reduce their greenhouse gas emissions over time.
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Etymology: New Latin psychologia, from psych- + -logia -logy. The science of mind and behavior.

Start the New Year with a first-class education in Psychology

Join us at Carlos Albizu University

CAU is fully accredited by the Middle States Commission of Higher Education.

Exciting and challenging programs in:
- Bachelor of Science in Psychology
- Master of Science in Psychology (Mental Health, Marriage and Family Therapy and School Counseling)
- Master of Science in Industrial/Organizational Psychology Program ranked #3 in the nation.
- Doctor of Psychology (Psy.D.) in Clinical Psychology

Personalized attention, small class settings and flexible schedules are just a few of the great assets that CAU has to offer.

Inquire about our other undergraduate and graduate programs in:
- Education
- Business Administration

Call Now or visit our website!

1-888-GO-TO-CAU
(46 86 228)

www.mia.albizu.edu

2173 NW 99 Avenue, Miami, FL 33172

A PRIVATE, NON-PROFIT, FULLY ACREDITED UNIVERSITY

2007 UCF RESEARCH WEEK

SOCIETY IN RESEARCH RESEARCH IN SOCIETY

Presented by United Space Alliance®
April 2–9, 2007

For your commitment to excellence, we offer:
- Benefits
- Referral bonuses
- Career advancement
- Growth opportunities
- Professional work environment

OUTBOUND CLIENT SERVICES
$10.50 to $12.00/hour
Excellent bonus/commission structure

ENTRY-LEVEL TECH SUPPORT
$10.00 to $11.00/hour
Supporting MP3 players and digital audio

BILINGUAL TECH SUPPORT
$12.00/hour
Supporting German, Hebrew, and Japanese business

BILINGUAL REGISTERED NURSES
$3,000 Sign-on Bonus

Evening shifts

APPLY NOW!
E-mail your resume to: kpalmerl@connexionst.com
Nursing studies hard but healthy

Student clinicals require long hours, dedication

BRITTANY CURRAN

Nursing student Jennifer Augarten was spending a typical day at the Arnold Palmer Hospital for Children & Women, doing her pediatrics when she met a 14-year-old patient born with a heart defect. Augarten met that patient, a girl who lay in bed, crying, just wanting to get home. "I remember going home that night and crying, knowing that this disease was not going to go away," Augarten said. "She was so young, and it just made me realize that life is short and to appreciate everything life has to offer." 

In July 2006, the College of Nursing became UCF's 15th and newest college. Each semester, about 150 students are selected into the College of Nursing based on more criteria, including a GPA of about 3.4. "If you're going to do medicine, you have to be strong," said Jean D. Leuner, director of the College of Nursing. "The nursing program is intense and requires commitment on the part of the student to be successful." 

For some, work didn't end with the start of spring break. "I needed to get done, such as cleaning for her house," said Dorothy Doyle, a first-year student at the University of Central Florida. Doyle just moved into a new apartment in Winter Park, so she worked to save money for the big-ticket items she would need for her new place. She also purchased a 5-month-old Japanese Chin puppy—a pretty helpful purchase, she said. "I wound up doing extra hours of clinical. I just wanted to work and save up for my new apartment and furniture, my vacations for the summer and also to buy myself a puppy, Joy, my new puppy," Doyle said.

"She said she's not a big spring breaker, and in the past, she has gone home to visit her family in Chicago. For summer, she plans to have a friend in New York and is looking for a new place to rent. She also wants to travel to a few other places, adopting along the way in Chicago to see her mom more often. If she could go anywhere in spring break, she said she would go to some camping. I have no idea what to go with, and as of right now, I don't have the funds to go anywhere. "We never seemed to be an issue for quite a few spring break hopefuls," Doyle said.

"I mostly hung out with friends and went to the pool or watched movies. We didn't do anything too exciting, but we spent some quality time together and took a break from homework and classes," said Seda. 

"I stayed in Orlando and worked at Northgate Lakes Apartments as a leasing agent. I wouldn't call it exciting, but I got to hang out with other friends who didn't end up going anywhere this spring break," Seda said. "It mostly hung out with friends and went to the pool or watched movies. We didn't do anything too exciting, but we spent some quality time together and took a break from homework and classes," said Seda.

"I spent some time off school in work, It, even if you spend all the rest of your days working"
Breaking away from UCF

Staudt said she wanted to leave Orlando for spring break because Orlando is where all of her stress is located.

"After awhile you just have to get away from everything," Staudt said. "If you stay in Orlando, it's like you are walking for school to come back, and it's just another weekend. That's no fun at all.

Like Nia, a senior business major, also left Orlando to get away from the normal day-to-day routine in his life. He said, "Spring break is an incredible way to relax, unwind, enjoy yourself but, most importantly, have fun," Nia said.

While planning his spring break, he decided to travel to two places that were polar opposites of each other. He went jet skiing and went on a cruise to the Bahamas for three days.

"I went over to Nassau and took a cruise to the Bahamas. They went snorkeling and jet skiing, which allowed them to get to know the locals. The locals were a lot nicer than the people here," she said. "They would strike up a conversation with you and people don't do that here. We ended up hanging out with some of the locals we met jet skiing and went to the clubs with them."

Although Staudt enjoyed her trip, it was not the stress reliever she was hoping for. With a 2-page paper due the Monday after spring break, the knowledge that it still had to be done was a major, also left her stress is located from everything;" if you stay in Orlando, it's like you are waiting for spring break, he decided to travel to two places that were polar opposites of each other. He went jet skiing and went to the Bahamas. They went snorkeling and jet skiing, which allowed them to get to know the locals. The locals were a lot nicer than the people here," she said. "They would strike up a conversation with you and people don't do that here. We ended up hanging out with some of the locals we met jet skiing and went to the clubs with them."

Although Staudt enjoyed her trip, it was not the stress reliever she was hoping for. With a 2-page paper due the Monday after spring break, the knowledge that it still had to be done was a major stress reliever. Although Staudt enjoyed her trip, it was not the stress reliever she was hoping for. With a 2-page paper due the Monday after spring break, the knowledge that it still had to be done was a major stress reliever.

Preparing you for a career in counseling

When you earn an advanced degree in counseling, you prepare to take your place as a leader in the field. Barry University offers many opportunities for you to earn a master's, specialist, or doctoral degree at the main campus in Miami Shores or at the Orlando campus.

PhD In Counseling, with a specialization in Marital, Couple and Family Counseling/Therapy

MS and EdS Degrees with specializations in:

- Mental Health Counseling
- Marital, Couple and Family Counseling/Therapy
- Rehabilitation Counseling
- School Counseling
- Dual Specialization in Marital, Couple and Family Counseling/Therapy
- Therapy and Mental Health Counseling

Dual Specialization in Mental Health Counseling and Rehabilitation Counseling

With a master's degree in mental health counseling, you can work in mental health clinics, hospitals, state agencies, clinics, schools, and public or private schools. This program is fully accredited by the Council for Accreditation of Counseling and Related Educational Programs.

As a student in Barry's counseling programs, you gain clinical experience at the Barry Family Enrichment Center. You join a caring community where you receive personal attention and a Catholic, liberal arts tradition supports your growth. Ready to find out if Barry is where you belong? Just visit www.barry.edu/counseling.
TODAY, UCF HOPES SPRING PRACTICE MAKES PERFECT

UCF pitching key in win

ZACH MOORE

Junior Jaager Good siloenced any chatter from skeptics who believed the Golden Knights' recent seven-game win streak was simply a fluke.

Good showed he is more than the pitcher that led the Knights to a 4-3 victory over Rutgers in the first game of the season.

"He went out there, he threw his changeup for strikes, his breaking ball, which is now his best pitch, and he threw that for strikes as well and just stayed in control of the ballgame and kept them off balance and that's a very very good thing," coach Jay Bergman said.

The performance by Good was the best start the Knights have had all season from a pitcher.

Good struck out 10, allowed only two hits and did not allow a run. The outing by Good was the longest play of the year.

The performance by Good was the longest play of the year and allowed him to jump out on the Knights early in the game.

Good was able to get out of the first inning, which was a problem for the Knights, and give his offense a chance to produce.

The strong pitching performance by Good is one of many stellar performances by the starting pitchers for the Knights. With the strong performances nights in and night out, the staff is challenging each other to do one better each night.

"Once your buddy does the job, you feel like you gotta come out there and do the same thing," Good said.

The previous two games of the series Rutgers was able to jump out on the Knights early in the game. Good was able to get out of the first inning, which was a problem for the Knights, and give his offense a chance to produce.

It didn't take long for the Knights to get a run on the board. In the bottom of the first inning Shane Brown drew a walk and Kelso Vasquez reached base after hitting a double.

Junior running back Kevin Smith, shown here running through traffic in '05, will return to this on Oct. 21, will have the task of making pressure off of quarterback Kyle Israel. Last season, Smith rushed for 144 yards and seven touchdowns on 16 attempts to lead the Golden Knights, despite only playing in three games.

Israel to offer offensive stability in '07 season

ZACH MOORE

If the 2006 football season brought feelings of hope and a sense of excitement, the upcoming season brings questions and uncertainty. As the UCF Knights begin spring football practice today, the team is looking to improve its passing game.

"We will focus on improving its passing game. With quarterback Kyle Israel firmly entrenched as the starter, the team should have the continuity at the position that it lacked last year," said Smith.

If the offense can produce more points, the defense can build on its solid performance from the previous year. With the entire offensive line starting at least one game last year, the running game should relieve the pressure on the quarterback.

The offense last year was far from anything special. Heading into spring ball, the team will need to focus on improving its passing game.

With quarterback Kyle Israel firmly entrenched as the starter, the team should have the continuity at the position that it lacked last year. Israel will have the task of making pressure off of quarterback Kyle Israel. Last season, Smith rushed for 144 yards and seven touchdowns on 16 attempts to lead the Golden Knights, despite only playing in three games.
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The offense last year was far from anything special. Heading into spring ball, the team will need to focus on improving its passing game.

With quarterback Kyle Israel firmly entrenched as the starter, the team should have the continuity at the position that it lacked last year. Israel will have the task of making pressure off of quarterback Kyle Israel. Last season, Smith rushed for 144 yards and seven touchdowns on 16 attempts to lead the Golden Knights, despite only playing in three games.
Good leads UCF in win over Rutgers

UCF Notebook

On a collaboration, there's a trend

For the second week in a row, if a Golden Knight has been selected for USA Today/College Football USA's team of the Week, the next honoree is center fielder TysonTau, whose 10 assists in 8 games has helped UCF win 3 of its 4 last
23 Last week. As a Golden Knight honors, Auer recorded three hits and scored three runs in UCF's 14-4 victory over Army on March 15. In the actual game, Auer started for more hits in a game as an honoree at Rider on Fri
day, one hit in five at Texas Tech and one hit in the same seven-game series during the week.

Rider hit the first walkoff hit of the season, and a 31-run game last week. Auer's first hit this season was selected the previous week when he hit 4-for-10 in 14 games at LSU.

Starting with the first win, Auer gave him nine hits in nine games, started for more than 22 hits in a game and increased his .316 batting average to .327. He also started for more than 23 games in a season, including eight games at Texas Tech and one at Texas Tech in his first three seasons.

UCF Softball

Softball takes Southern Miss series with 5-0 win

Melissa Hetherly

After splitting the first two games against Conference USA rival Southern Miss last week, the Knights completed their three-game series with a 5-0 win over the Golden Eagles on Saturday.

The Knights were quick on the board, scoring the game's first run in the bottom of the first inning.

The Knights scored a team-high three runs in the 12-4 victory over Southern Miss last week, and recorded at least one hit in every inning of the three-game series.

The Knights have been select

Position: First base

Southern Miss: Jarrad Jumper went 3-for-3 in the Knights' win over the Golden Eagles on Saturday.

Baseball vs. Houston

The Knights fell to the Cougars 7-3 on Saturday, but rebounded with a 12-4 win on Sunday.

Softball vs. Dartmouth

The Knights will face Dartmouth on Friday and Saturday, followed by a doubleheader on Sunday.

Check the latest scores and stats on UCF Athletics' official website.
After this semester, we are so delighted to see that our Student Government president, who was so straightforward in declaring that from now on we would not have to worry about an unresponsive student government, is now so diligent in providing a platform to the future students. Our main concern was that due to the lack of importance and engagement by the student bodies, the student community becomes alienated.

Now we have another bone to pick with the Web site’s choice of front page news. As we were perusing the Web site, we noticed that it was not only displaying the usual ads, but also containing articles that were not only important, but also relevant to the current events.

I reckon, Richard Lapchick, director of the Institute for Diversity and Ethics in Sport at UCF, released his annual study detailing the graduation rate for the 20 men’s and women’s teams participating in this year’s NCAA Basketball Championship.

The story about the release of the 2007 report is also available on the Web site since late last year. We were so delighted to see that it was cited in newspapers and on broadcast throughout the nation. It was a great day on ESPN.com.

When these stories are mentioned, whether in newspapers or on broadcast, they are usually used to praise or condemn the respective school and program. Unfortunately, in some cases, the story is cited for the wrong reason: coverage underestimation or because it is being praised, and it becomes a fan of college athletics, you should read the torials written in the annual study detailing the success rates for basketball student athletes. We were shocked by how SGA, as a platform that encompassed the main ideas of the report released in the first class of freshmen, which is why we should reflect on the previous coaching policies and personnel.

Who was that coaching staff that led our team to such success? It was none other than Roy Williams, the current coach at the University of North Carolina, where Williams took us to the NCAA Final Four twice since 2003 and 2004, respectively. SGA will always take over its program prior to the 1999-2000 season, which was labeled as a problem by Lapchick due to its alleged academic fraud success rate for basketball student athletes. We were shocked by how SGA, as a platform that encompassed the main ideas of the report released in the first class of freshmen, which is why we should reflect on the previous coaching policies and personnel.

Lapchick points out that the 2007 report is the result of research on the academic success rate for men’s and women’s teams participating in the NCAA Basketball Championship.

Thus, by bringing up its plausible academic success rate for men’s and women’s teams participating in the NCAA Basketball Championship, we can see how SGA, as a platform that encompassed the main ideas of the report released in the first class of freshmen, which is why we should reflect on the previous coaching policies and personnel.

Gaining ground on mass communication, political candidates use self-promotion to establish greater visibility for digital campaigns. A political strategist has developed in the newest MySpace initiatives, which promotes topics like poverty relief, community building, social justice, health and safety, environments and international development.

Future encourages comments from readers. In order to be considered for publication, letters to the editor should not exceed 100 words; we may edit for length. Submit them online at CentralFloridaFuture.com or fax them to 407-845-4566. Deadline: Central Florida Future.
Work Part Time With The Orlando Magic!

- Retail Representative positions now available
- Assist the Retail Department with:
  - Promoting website and phone orders
  - Maintaining inventory
- Work at Magic offices, TD Waterhouse, and Florida Mall
- Must have flexible hours, including nights and weekends
- Must be 18 years of age
- High school diploma required

Talent Resource: & One letter to: employment@orlandomagic.com
or by 10 FEB 1998

INTELLIGENCE ANALYST

Starting annual salaries $24,585 to $29,502 depending on experience/qualifications.

SEMINOLE COUNTY SHERIFF'S OFFICE is a leader in progressive law enforcement services, is seeking a highly qualified INTELLIGENCE ANALYST. This position performs analytical and investigative support functions to identify and analyze trends, and offers specialized research in support of Police investigations in the Criminal Intelligence Center. Applicants must have a Bachelor's Degree in Criminal Justice or a related field, or 3 years of related experience in an analytical or statistical environment, or an equivalent combination of training and experience. All applicants will be subject to an extensive background investigation including employment history verification, education/training verification, criminal record, computerized voice stress analysis, physical and drug screening. Closing date is March 28, 1998.

Visit: http://www.seminolesheriff.org or Email: massimo@seminolesheriff.org
Application from www.seminolesheriff.org or phone: 407-447-4556
Call Seminole Sheriff

I'M A STUDENT
AND A PLASMA DONOR

NEW DONORS
$10 OFFER

DONATE your PLASMA

Saturday, March 28, 1998
10:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.

DAI Biologicals
1900 Alafaya Trail, Suite 500
Orlando, FL 32827

Call: 407-235-5106

Florida's largest and oldest donor center.

IDEAL STUDENTS
18 YEARS OLD
WE PAY YOU TO DONATE YOUR PLASMA

- Complete a brief interview
- Unpaid travel expenses
- Up to five plasma donations per year
- Be 18 years old
- Good health
- Must be a Florida resident

We pay you to donate your plasma, because we value your time. You have the right to choose to donate your plasma! DAI Biologicals is the largest and oldest donor center in Florida. We are committed to the health and well-being of our donors.

Please visit our website or call us at 407-235-9100 for more information.
Now Leasing for FALL 2007

321-754-2000
1805 Loftway Circle • Orlando, FL 32826
WWW.MYOWNAPARTMENT.COM

Amenities, Rents and Incentives subject to change.

The Gatherings

$500 Unfurnished
$550 Fully Furnished

Included with Monthly Rent:
- Individual Leases
- Alarm
- Water & Sewer cap $240
- Basic Cable w/ HBO
- Washer & Dryer
- Valet Trash
- High Speed Ethernet

4 Bedroom / 4 Bathroom Townhome

3961 Gathering Drive • Orlando • 407-673-4401
HELP WANTED!
The following four recent and assured part-time jobs are available:

- Retail/Restaurant
- Customer Service
- Warehouse/Packaging
- Warehouse/Order Filling

Excellent Opportunity
Sales Account Manager

Syracuse Newspapers, a Gannett Company, publishes local newspapers and specialty publications in the Syracuse metropolitan area. The company is seeking a Sales Account Manager in our Rome, NY office.

You will be responsible for developing and maintaining strong, long-term relationships with current and potential clients in the Rome area. The ideal candidate will have outstanding products and outstanding customer service.

You will be selling our Classified advertising products that include print and on-line advertising solutions.

Requirements:
- Minimum of 2 years of related experience, preferably in sales and/or customer service.
- Strong communication, organizational, and problem-solving skills.
- Ability to multi-task and manage multiple accounts simultaneously.

For consideration, please submit your resume to:
Syracuse Newspapers
Attn: Human Resources
350 S. Eunice St.
Syracuse, NY 13209

Applicant Information
For more information, visit our website:
www.syracuse.com

Central Florida Future Seminole Chronicle

Central Florida Future
Seminole Chronicle

Call 407-908-5362 or email CentralFloridaFutureChronicle@gmail.com
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Solution and new puzzles in next issue's Classifieds

FURNITURE

Coach - Upholstered in tapestry, Florida Style; Family size, very comfortable. Can be custom made. Call 407-965-2222.


300 FOR SALE:

350 FOR SALE:

350 FOR SALE:

350 FOR SALE:

800 MISCELLANEOUS

JOIN TODAY!
Central Florida Future
Seminole Chronicle

Enjoy Papa John's &
Central Florida Future TOGETHER!

Come by Papa John's
by the UCF Arena, Mentor
this AD, and
Pick Up a Free Slice with
the Central Florida Future!

Central Florida Future Special

$7.99

Central Florida Future
Seminole Chronicle

Come and see us every Thursday, 1-4 PM in front of Papa John's!
Having trouble getting back to work?

We can help you get back into the routine. Come visit the Project Spot and see what you can do with your imagination and our design programs (Mac or PC). Our on-staff graduate assistant can help you with everything from photo editing to graphic design.

Photoshop
Illustrator
InDesign

Dreamweaver
Fireworks
Flash

Formerly the Student Copy Center.
Located in the John T. Washington Center across from Chick Fil-A.